
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Well, the COVID jab pushers have had to resort to all sorts of obfuscation to hide the fact that the

injections don't work, and now they're really scraping the bottom of the barrel of excuses. According

to a recent Reuters report,  "Increased contact among vaccinated people can give the false

impression that COVID-19 vaccines are not working."

This irrational explanation has been levied in response to studies showing COVID-jabbed

individuals are getting infected at higher rates than the unjabbed, and there are many such studies.

"These studies are likely to involve statistical errors, particularly if they did not account for different

contact patterns among vaccinated versus unvaccinated people," Korryn Bodner, a research

associate in infectious disease modeling in Toronto, told Reuters. Bodner is the Lrst author of a

preprint study  posted on medRxiv at the end of April 2022.

Are the Jabbed More Carefree Than the Unvaxxed?

Bodner's claim is that those who got the jab may be more likely to throw caution to the wind and

mingle with others, hence getting infected more frequently, while the unjabbed may be more

cautious because they know they're vulnerable. This rationale is dubious at best, considering:

a) The unvaccinated have continuously been accused of not taking COVID seriously and going

about their lives as normal

b) Those who have taken the jab are, by and large, a far more fearful lot; they tend to listen to the

"authorities" and take all of their advice to heart, which would include avoiding large

gatherings and close one-on-one interactions without wearing a face mask

Check out the following story, reported by Anchorage Daily News:

"Arianne Bennett recalled her husband, Scott Bennett, saying, 'But I'm vaxxed. But I'm

vaxxed,' from the Washington hospital bed where he struggled to Aght off COVID-19 this

winter ... Bennett went to get his booster in early December after returning to Washington

from a lodge he owned in the Poconos, where he and his wife hunkered down for fall.

Just a few days after his shot, Bennett began experiencing COVID-19 symptoms, meaning

he was probably exposed before the extra dose of immunity could kick in. His wife

suspects he was infected at a dinner where he and his server were unmasked at times ...

'He was absolutely shocked. He did not expect to be sick. He really thought he was safe,'

Arianne Bennett recalled. 'And I'm like, 'But baby, you've got to wear the mask all the time.

All the time. Up over your nose.'"

Within days of his third dose, he got a serious case of COVID. Yet they blame it on hypothetical

exposure to an apparently healthy food server. This kind of irrational reasoning is prevalent among

those who got the jabs and who keep going back for more as they are part of the 30% of the

population that have been completely brainwashed.

To reiterate what I've explained since 2020, asymptomatic spread is likely to be so rare as to be

nonexistent.  It was a lie perpetuated to drive up fear and prop up rising "case" rates that didn't

really exist. It's basic virology that you cannot transmit a virus unless you have a "hot" infection, and

if you have an active, transmissible infection, you have symptoms. The symptoms are a sign that

your body's defenses are kicking in to rid itself of the live virus.

No symptoms, no transmission. So, unless the server was feeling sick and went to work anyway, the

simplest explanation for Bennett's demise was the shot itself. And if the server was sick, the fact

that Bennett got so ill suggests the shot is ineffective, even at two doses.

The pro-pharma shills want you to believe there are so many confounding variables, we can't

possibly draw any conclusions from data showing the shots don't work. Yet looking at data from a

wide spectrum of sources, all show the same alarming trends. What "confounding factor" could

possibly account for ALL of them being misinterpreted?

An Unproven Hypothesis

Reuters  does note that Bodner's simulations "do not prove that this type of bias affected studies of

vaccine effectiveness versus the Omicron variant." What it does show, according to Bodner, is that

"even if vaccines work, increased contact among vaccinated persons can lead to the appearance of

the vaccine not working."

In other words, this is a hypothesis that has yet to be proven. Her modeling suggests it COULD

make the jabs appear ineffective IF those who got the jab actually behave very differently from the

unjabbed.

But again, it's highly unlikely that the unvaccinated are avoiding exposure by steering clear of close

contacts and crowds to a greater degree than those who got the jab. It's far more reasonable to

suspect that the shots don't work.

On a side note, Bodner's study was funded by the Canada COVID-19 Immunity Task Force.  This

task force is housed at McGill University in Montreal, Canada, and McGill University is a long-term

recipient of grants from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

What Do the Data Say About COVID Jab Effectiveness?

Based on data from around the world, it seems clear that the COVID gene transfer injections are not

working. In fact, they're having the opposite effect of what you'd expect from a real vaccine.

According to a Washington Post analysis of state and federal data,  in September 2021, when Delta

was most prominent, 23% of those who died from COVID in the U.S. had received the jab.

In January and February 2022, when Omicron started dominating, that percentage jumped to 42%.

In December 2021 and January 2022, just under half of all the COVID patients in intensive care at

Kaiser Permanente's hospital system in Northern California had also received one or more shots.

Many argue that Omicron was more contagious than Delta, hence the higher death toll. But Omicron

was also far milder than Delta, so why would the jabbed die at a higher rate from a less lethal

variant than a more lethal one?

One attempt at an explanation is that the fatalities are now occurring primarily among the elderly.

Nearly two-thirds of those who died from COVID during the Omicron wave were 75 and older. During

the Delta wave, 75-year-olds and older accounted for just one-third of the deaths.

But that was the case from the beginning, and it still doesn't answer the question: Why would old

people be more likely to die from a milder virus than a more serious one? To answer that question,

the injection pushers revert back to the argument of waning potency. Two-thirds of those who died

in January and February 2022 did not have a booster shot. According to Anchorage Daily News:

"Experts say the rising number of vaccinated people dying should not cause panic in those

who got shots, the vast majority of whom will survive infections. Instead, they say, these

deaths serve as a reminder that vaccines are not foolproof and that those in high-risk

groups should consider getting boosted and taking extra precautions during surges."

So, in other words, the jab only works for a handful of months, and then you have to take another.

And another. And another. According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,  the

Lrst two doses wear off after Lve months, necessitating a third dose, and the third dose wears off

in just four months, at which time you're supposed to get dose No. 4.

Israeli data  show the effectiveness of shot No. 4 in preventing severe disease declines by 56% in

just seven weeks. So, it appears the protection you get from the shots keeps getting shorter with

each dose. Meanwhile, data show the shots can render you increasingly susceptible to all manner

of infection and disease, through a wide variety of mechanisms.

Moderna Trial Data Reveal Repeated Infections Are Likely

Among such data is a preprint study  posted on medRxiv April 19, 2022, which found adult

participants in Moderna's COVID jab trial who got the real injection, and later got a breakthrough

infection, did not generate antibodies against the nucleocapsid — a key component of the virus —

as frequently as did those in the placebo arm.

Curiously, placebo recipients produced anti-nucleocapsid antibodies twice as often as those who

got the Moderna shot, and their anti-nucleocapsid response was larger regardless of the viral load.

As a result of this reduced antibody response, those who got the jab may be more prone to

repeated COVID infections. As reported by The Defender:

"[T]he authors found that using the presence of anti-nucleocapsid (anti-N) antibodies to

determine whether a person was exposed to SARS-CoV-2 will miss some infections. Thus,

the sensitivity of this kind of test, when applied to vaccinated individuals, is not ideal.

However, there are more important implications  of these Andings ... SpeciAcally, the

study implies that the reduced ability of a vaccinated individual to produce antibodies to

other portions of the virus may lead to a greater risk of future infections in the vaccinated

compared to the unvaccinated.

It is important to note that this is not just another argument for the superiority of natural

immunity. Rather, this is evidence suggesting that even after a vaccinated person has a

breakthrough infection, that individual still does not acquire the same level of protection

against subsequent exposures that an unvaccinated person acquires.

This is a troubling Anding, and something investigators conducting the Moderna vaccine

trial likely knew in 2020."

UK Data ConLrm Results

These Lndings are corroborated by data from the U.K. Health Security Agency. It publishes weekly

COVID-19 vaccine surveillance data, including anti-nucleocapsid antibody levels. The report  for

Week 13, issued March 31, 2022, shows that COVID-jabbed individuals with breakthrough

infections have lower levels of these antibodies — a Lnding they attributed to the protective beneLt

of the shot:

"These lower anti N responses in individuals with breakthrough infections (post-

vaccination) compared to primary infections likely re[ect the shorter and milder infections

in these patients."

However, this interpretation is likely gawed, because less severe infection is associated with lower

viral load, and as the study above demonstrated, the "vaccinated" have lower anti-nucleocapsid

antibody levels than the unvaccinated at all viral load levels, but especially so at the lowest viral

loads. As noted by The Defender:

"This is one of the most signiAcant Andings of the study because it overturns the

heretofore unchallenged idea that decreased seroconversion in the vaccinated is due to

less severe infection in this population — which is a beneAt provided by the vaccine.

However, this new study shows that even at low viral loads, the unvaccinated are more

likely to seroconvert than those who are vaccinated. In fact, the difference in

seroconversion rates is the greatest at lowest viral loads. The decrease in conversion rates

is not a result of a beneAt from the vaccine. It is a consequence of it."

Boosted Now Have Three to Four Times Higher Case Rates

The Defender also reviews other U.K. data showing the COVID case rate is three to four times

higher among those who have received a booster shot, compared to the unvaccinated. This is true

for all age groups with the exception of children under 18:

"What could explain such a large increase in infection rates among the boosted?

Interestingly, the authors ... warn that the unvaccinated may have contracted COVID-19

prior to the observation period — in other words, they may have acquired natural immunity

previously, giving them added protection ...

But their own data tells the opposite story. The boosted are more likely to contract the

disease — by a factor of 3 to 4. How do we know whether the larger infection rates in the

boosted are due to more robust immunity in the unvaccinated because of prior infection or

due to an immune deAciency in the boosted?

The question can be deAnitively answered by examining the trend of infection rates [using]

... the equivalent table from two months earlier. There is still a greater infection rate among

the boosted, but it is only two to three times higher. If the authors' hypothesis was correct,

the more recent data should have shown less of a difference, not more.

If anything, their data support the Anding that the decreased seroconversion rates in the

vaccinated may be causing a greater risk of repeated infections."

Walgreens' Data

Data from the pharmacy chain Walgreens in the U.S. also reveal the same trend — COVID-jabbed

individuals are testing positive for COVID at higher rates than the unjabbed, and those who got their

last shot Lve months or more ago have the highest risk.

As you can see in the screenshot from Walgreens' COVID-19 tracker  below, during the week of

May 9 through 15, 2022, 21.4% of unvaccinated individuals who got tested for COVID got a positive

result. Of those who had gotten just one COVID shot, the positivity rate was 26.3%.

Of those who received two doses Lve months or more ago, 31.3% tested positive, and of those who

received a third dose Lve months or more ago, the positive rate was 32.7%. So, after the Lrst

booster shot (the third dose), people are at greatest risk of testing positive for COVID.

More Jabs, More COVID Deaths

Perhaps most disturbing of all are the data showing the COVID shots are raising mortality rates,

both from COVID and other causes. Above is an animated illustration  sourced from Our World In

Data, Lrst showing the vaccination rates of South America, North America, Europe and Africa, from

mid-December 2020 through the third week of April 2022, followed by the cumulative conLrmed

COVID deaths per million in those countries during that same timeframe.

Africa has had a consistently low vaccination rate throughout, while North America, Europe and

South America all have had rapidly rising vaccination rates. Africa has also had a consistently low

COVID mortality rate, although a slight rise began around September 2021. Still, it's nowhere near

the COVID death rates of North America, South America and Europe, all of which saw dramatic

increases.

Here's another one,  also sourced from Our World In Data, Lrst showing the excess death rate in

the U.S. (the cumulative number of deaths from all causes compared to projections based on

previous years), between January 26, 2020, and January 30, 2022, followed by an illustration of the

tandem rise of vaccine doses administered and the excess mortality rate. It clearly shows that as

vaccination rates rose, so did excess mortality.

Risk-BeneLt Analyses

We also have the beneLt of more than one risk-beneLt analysis, and all show that, with very few

exceptions, the COVID jabs do more harm than good. A risk-beneLt analysis  by Stephanie Seneff,
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exceptions, the COVID jabs do more harm than good. A risk-beneLt analysis  by Stephanie Seneff,

Ph.D., and independent researcher Kathy Dopp, published in mid-February 2022, concluded that the

COVID jab is deadlier than COVID-19 itself for anyone under the age of 80.

Another analysis,  which relied on data in the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System

(VAERS), concluded that in those under age 18, the shots only increase the risk of death from

COVID, and there's no point at which the shot can prevent a single COVID death, no matter how

many are vaccinated.

“ If you're under 18, you're 51 times more likely to
die from the COVID jab than you are to die from
COVID if not vaccinated.”

If you're under 18, you're a shocking 51 times more likely to die from the jab than you are to die

from COVID if not vaccinated. In the 18 to 29 age range, the shot will kill 16 for every person it

saves from dying from COVID, and in the 30 to 39 age range, the expected number of vaccine

fatalities to prevent a single COVID death is 15. Only when you get into the 60 and older categories

do the risks between the jab and COVID infection even out.

A third risk-beneLt analysis by researchers in Germany and The Netherlands was published in June

2021, in the journal Vaccines.  The paper caused such an uproar, part of the editorial board

resigned in protest.  The journal retracted the paper, but after a thorough re-review, it was

republished in the August 2021 issue of Science, Public Health Policy and the Law.

These researchers concluded that, "as we vaccinate 100 000 persons, we might save Lve lives but

risk two to four deaths."  A fourth, still preliminary, analysis — based on more than 1,700 death

reports collected by Steve Kirsch — shows the shots do more harm than good in anyone under age

60. Kirsch writes:

"Figure 1 below is an analysis of survey data I collected. The analysis shows that the

vaccines are harmful to those under 60. The red dots higher than the error bar means more

vaccinated people observed dead than expected based on the population of vaccinated to

all people.

In other words, if we vaccinated 60% of people (middle of the grey bar) and 70% (red dot) of

the deaths are vaccinated, we have a serious problem. The precautionary principle of

medicine suggests if you are under 60 and thinking of taking a vaccine, you shouldn't.

These preliminary results are both statistically signiAcant ...

The conclusion is very clear: nobody under 60 years old should get the vaccine because

there is no evidence of a beneAt. In fact, if you are between 40-60, it's clear that vaccination

makes it more likely you'll die, not less likely."

Figure 1. Red dot below error bar = vax works. Red dot above error bar = vax likely causes harm. Red dot inside the error bar =

Insuocient evidence to justify taking a new, unproven vaccine. Conclusion: Vaccine shouldn't be considered unless there is a

clear beneLt. 60 and older seems to justify use based on the data we have so far. Limitations: we are waiting for others to

conLrm / challenge the analysis. See text  for more info. Joel Smalley did the analysis.

While some analyses present a direr picture than others, taken together, it's clear that there appears

to be no long term beneLts to the COVID jabs. We're consistently ending up with a higher cost than

can conceivably be considered reasonable. The pro-pharma side will likely continue to lob gimsy

excuses at the data, but at some point, the truth will be so clear that even the blind will see it. Until

that day, continue to inform yourself and share what you Lnd.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,364 ratings

ORDER NOW
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WillieBe
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:23:02 PM
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My 31 year old daughter took the Lrst shot and got Covid days later. She took the booster around Thanksgiving, and got Covid again

over the holidays. She has had an unexplained skin rash and brain fog since the Lrst injection.
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jamNjim
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These mRNA jabs can't get into your cells to program them to make the spike protein unless it disables part of your innate

immune system. T-Cells TLR3, 7, & 8 are turned off so the mRNA has a chance to get into the cells. Otherwise, your innate

immune system would destroy the mRNA long before it gets into your cells to reprogram them. It appears to be at least 2 weeks

these T-cells are turned off. This is when almost everyone gets infected with Covid-19. The infection is much worse because

your innate immune system has been disabled. It's a double whammy! Your body hasn't had time to build up a good antibody

response via the vaccine and your innate immune response has been disabled.

That also takes about 2 weeks, hence the old "you're not fully vaccinated until 2 weeks after the 2nd jab" BS! In other words, the

people most vulnerable to catching Covid-19 are the ones who just got the jab. They should be in isolation for at least 2 weeks

after the shot. If you recall, way back when they did the vaccine rollout, Fauci suggested people be given at least a week off of

work to "recover" from the vaccine side effects. It was proposed by the government to offer employer/employee compensation

for "paid-time-off" for everyone that got the jab! That was around Feb/Mar 2021.

I don't remember if that happened. I do know that in 2021 my employer let you take off as long as you wanted after getting the

shot so they must have been getting kickbacks (covid-19 stimulus) from the government. Here's the most scary part. Look at

the Walgreens graph and you'll see that those with 3 shots have the highest infection rate. It never gets better. Those that got

their 3rd jab more than 5 months ago have the highest infection rates. That indicates that the innate immune system ahs been

permanently disabled. Otherwise, anyone with 6+ months since their last jab should have the same infection rate as the

unvaccinated. Their immune system was DESTROYED!
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jamNjim
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This was by design! Fauci knew going into this what would happen. It is why they "unblinded" the clinical trial study. They

unveiled all of the participants that received the placebo and vaccinated them. So now we have no control groups for

comparison. This only made me take a stronger stance against the vaccine. The only way we can prove how unsafe, ineffective,

and deadly these shots are is to have unvaccinated people that never get sick. It's now so obvious that Fauci and Gates both

have predicted there will be another pandemic this fall and it could be catastrophic.

In other words, there will be another "plandemic". It's really sick and demented when think about. They are in such a rock and a

hard place right now because you have all of these vaccinated people dying and unvaccinated people not even getting sick so

they have to PUNISH the unvaccinated??? That's called "Passive Aggressive Behavior" (PAB) and it is very concerning because

PAB is the #1 psychological problem that 99% of your incarcerated population has. In other words, THEY ARE CRIMINALS!
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Common symptoms identiLed in VAERS.
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WillieBe-Now they are developing a nasal Covid vaccine. They are trying every way possible to get the vaccine into people. Next

it will probably be put into the water supply like guoride.

www.yahoo.com/news/nasal-covid-19-vaccines-help-123333850.html?.tsrc=f..
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tallulah3
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The vaxxed I know act different. They don’t seem to be as happy or friendly. They seem to keep to themselves. They don’t ever call. I

have to be the one to get in touch. I wonder if I should keep it up. I believe it’s affecting their minds. My niece kinda scares me now.

Last time she came over she showed me her pocket knives and said that she was collecting them and would have them in case she

needs to stab someone. I thought that was a very strange thing for her to say. She has become even more strange since the jab
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I've noticed that as well. It's really bad at work. Every time someone test positive I get told I have to quarantine for 5 days and

bring back a negative test. I feel like I'm being harassed. Prior to the vaccine rollout, I had come in close contact with people

that tested positive 3 times and they never told me to quarantine or provide a negative test. I voluntarily went and got tested

anyway. Since the vaccine rollout all of that has changed. Now I'm the Lrst person that gets called, while I'm at home, and told

not to come to work without a negative test. All of this is vaccine remorse. They got duped by big pharma and they need to take

it out on someone. Cowards
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Same thing I have experienced. Could be a combination of “buyer’s remorse” or a staunch attitude of getting the jab to protect

humanity, “doing the right thing”. I just keep on keeping on knowing that “God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power, and

of love, and a sound mind”. It’s that “sound mind” that empowers me to keep sharing truth in a loving way.
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tallulah3
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jamNjim they’re being so unfair to you. You shouldn’t have to be quarantined or tested. This whole thing is crazy. Healthy people

shouldn’t be subjected to this. Marago I believe that people regret getting the jab. I think some of them resent those of us that

didn’t get it.
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It was really obvious this last time that they were singling us out. I called 2 of my white/unvaccinated cohorts to Lnd out if they

knew anything about who tested positive and who got quarantined. They all told me they were quarantining! No one knew who

tested positive. Of course, we used the process of elimination and Lgured out who it was. It was a triple jabbed person that

none of us 5 came in contact with. When that person returned to work we asked him if he got covid-19 and he said yes. He sits

across the ooce from me. Neither of the people occupying the cubicals next to him had to quarantine, but they are all

vaccinated and wear mask like good little sheeple/servants.
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My vaxed friends told me to stop calling ,texting them. I dared to critize Gates. So be it. was their choice. doubt they will ever

contsact me as to do so will be to admit that they were sold a pack of lies and ego prevents that.
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Dordee, no real loss. They weren't true friends to begin with. Seek out like-minded people who will lift you up, not tear your

down.
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The vaccinated throw caution to the wind.while those of us who are not are more causations. I beg your pardon? I’ve been hugging

people, not staying six feet a part once, and only wearing a mask to get in then pulling it off (believe it or not only one store that i rarely

patronized asked me to leave). i realized that all this was so manufactured and fear porn so about since June 2020. It just took me

longer than most here. It seems that every event that can be about fear is driven like a nail into the minds of those who let it.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went to court 2 weeks ago and I just walked right in WITHOUT a mask!! All Federal/State buildings require a mask. I made

through all the metal detectors and check points. I wasn't the only one that did it, but I was pretty much the only one no one said

anything to. I love it! It has become a racial thing. There were other white males in the building without a mask, but none of them

went into the courtroom I was in. They looked like lawyers. All of the black people that came in unmasked were harassed. Only

one black woman stood her ground. She claimed she was vaccinated and had a medical condition that prevented her from

wearing a mask. They asked her for proof of both and she said she left all of that at home and then she sat next to me. I looked

at her and said "GOOD JOB"!!! We need more people like her pushing back!
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Jamnjim, this is what I have been preaching from the start. Do not comply. Do not comply. Do not participate in the charade. All

it takes is a small percentage of people and many lose their fear and inhibitions and will follow.
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LoriJean
Joined On 5/14/2008 11:47:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Each and every one of us have vaxxed friends and family who are throwing caution to the wind-----and are too stupid to realize

this fact. Those of us here have enough sense to research these vaccines and know when to and when not talk to someone who

has their heads in the sand a little to much and a little to long.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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6 feet apart is deLned as PHYSICAL distancing. SOCIAL distancing is social CONDITIONING.
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Randyfast
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Covid-19 - the disease that never was! Covid-19 is not a viral infection. It is a collection of symptoms...the same symptoms as the

cold, gu, 5G, whatever's falling from the sky (Stratospheric Aerosol Injections "chemtrails"), etc.! If there were a "deadly" virus attacking

all of humanity; then how do you explain the BILLIONS of us who haven't been sick for even a day/ hour, since this covid hoax began?

The nanobot shot is the bioweapon! The death and destruction of human lives will continue to accelerate, as more booster shots are

given.

Contrary to the ubiquitous BS; none of the shots are "protecting" people in any way, shape or form. They're doing exactly what they

were intended to do! In the latest WEF meeting at Davos, the CEO of PLzer, is bragging about how he's going to supply all the third

world countries with "vaccines" AT COST - to demonstrate what a wonderful, caring human being he is! Those Luciferians make me

FURIOUS! -- live.childrenshealthdefense.org/wef-annual-meeting-2022-preparing-for-..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Spot on Randy, the real dis-ease is the Plandemic itself & those who claim their Rockefeller/Gates dampen some symptoms but

maintain the dis-ease system all for $$$, Power & Control.
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Randyfast
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Yes, Just; Money, Power and Control - in that order. The triple whammy formula for suck-(ex)cess!
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juststeve
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Suck-(ex)cess! Dark subjects but regardless thanks for the laugh, bullseye once again! Ha ; )
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can take a horse to water, but you can’t make him realize that viral infection transmission has Ever been proven by Koch’s or

Wilson’s postulates. Oh, and you can’t make him drink the water. I’m a dummy, but what about This? 40 and under are constantly

using Wi-Fi/5G in school and work environments and computer games and have more jab ill- effects, But the Elderly almost

never have used that technology and are not constantly “plugged in!”
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our family (me, hubby , our kids & grandkids) are un-vaxed. We questioned the illness until after hubby & I spending a day with

vaxed family members, both me & hubby came down with a HORRIBLE gu! I got it a week after exposure, then our adult son (his

was a mild cold) and the hubby, who ended up hospitalized and almost died. Hubby had viral & bacterial pneumonia (refused

respirator) and his gallbladder shut down & had to have an external drain put in. He was also on oxygen for 8 weeks; gallbladder

drain for 6 weeks (it did begin working again).

I had him taking all the recommended supplements (we weren’t able to get ivermectin during that time, unfortunately) NAC,

D3,mVit C, Zinc, etc. It was a rough time for our family! We now believe there is an actual virus, but that it was planned for world

tyranny to takeover( and to push the shot for population reduction, as Bill Gates openly stated beforehand). Who knows, maybe

they used chem-trails to disperse it around the world? They have so many ways they can disperse vile things at their disposal!
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Ltmaam
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:46:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I...unvaxxed...was sick with this thing called Covid also...in January during gu season and during the "big elephant in the room"

(the turning on of the 5g tech the FAA and the FCC were battling about at that time). I am glad to see some in this group know it

wasn't a virus.It was RF poisoning and the vaxxed are emitting radiation just as anyone who has gone through radiation therapy

for medical treatments. I got sick immediately following being in a room full of vaxxed people. All my symptoms were RF

poisoning including loss of taste and smell and half my hair falling out. I had the pneumonia too which I also believe related to

the poisoning. At my worst and to avoid hospital I took wild oregano oil. Wild oregano oil stopped it in its's tracks and I could

breathe again.
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Just; I see humour almost everywhere...one exception being those who walk around in nature; or drive in a vehicle, alone - with

their face covered! -- Dca; RF and EMFs are taking their toll on humanity. -- Gardenbe; the ones who took the shot are

transmitting all kinds of nasty things. Whatever it is; it wasn't just goating in the air. It was transmitted by the "vaxxed". There

will be more and more illness and it will all be blamed on "covid".
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Fitmaam; thanks for the reply. Big Pharma and Big Tech are laughing all the way to the bank! Death and illness within the next

couple of years, is going to be way off the charts! I also take Oregano Oil occasionally. At this point; it probably wouldn't hurt to

take it every morning.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Gardenbe; BTW: I have to wonder, how many "vaxxed" people, allegedly having "covid", never had it before taking the shot. That's

deLnitely something to think about.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What an amazing coincidence I got the bologna virus the exact day that 5G was activated from the tower less than 1 mile away.

I know the date because I had been in discussions with the technicians installing the upgrade. It was quite mild for me as I

nebulized hydrogen peroxide and had been taking NAC quercetin, etc. all along. BTW my wife's doctor told her that the old

Zantac formula, ranitidine was taken off the market because it is very effective against bologna viruses, although it has other

undesirable ingredients.
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broski
Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best comment Randy. I couldn't even get through this trash article. Just more propaganda to make the fake virus seem real.
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Randyfast
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Brian; well, the good news is that you won't run out of bologna sandwiches! There is deLnitely not going to be any shortage. --

Broski; you're absolutely right - non-stop propaganda! Once the WHO and WEF take over humanity; will we still be discussing

who is suffering what from "covid" and what to do about it? We are being attacked from many different angles; so the best we

can do is to take care of our own health. The worst thing to do; is to live in fear - about any of this insanity. If something is going

to kill me; so be it.

I'm not going to spend my life worrying whether it's this virus or that virus, or 5G, or an asteroid. Until I do die, I will continue to

live my life as normally as possible. I'm going for my bike ride now! In addition to Mr. Nasty Virus not attacking me if I "take off

my mask to eat or drink"; I've discovered that it also won't attack me if I'm cycling without the mask - or walking - or sitting - or

running - or playing my sax, or guitar, or...have to go now!
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So right , all they speak is BS
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brianallen1
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My lifestyle has not changed one iota since this scam/farce/charade began. Never wore a muzzle and never will. Don't comply

and simply do not participate.
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mik2428
Joined On 5/6/2021 10:30:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From the last data chart: "60 and older seems to justify use based on the data we have so far." I wonder if that might have something to

do with the fact that those over 60 were not subjected to the regimen of vaccines that the younger individuals have received. Maybe

some kind of interaction?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm 73, teach Ltness, gig, and ride (Harley Road Glide) - life is way too short to cower under your covers, listening to a lying

government and their big - everything puppet masters. (Ask the unfortunate souls from the horriLc Tuskegee experiments or

the people of St. George Utah, or our GI vet brothers and sisters who were FORCED to take the Anthrax vaccine, and those now

being forced to take this poison. ... (the government has pretty much abandoned them, like the Vietnam Agent Orange vets).

Yeah, ask them about gummit lies) I got the Sabin "sugar cube" (polio vaccine) in 5th grade, and I've got small pox poke scar,

and THATS IT.

..........And you need to read "Dr. Mary's Monkey" by Edward T. Haslam to see the utter treachery of the whole polio thing (and

why there has been a huge increase in soft tissue cancers (polyoma) virus from the vaccine, as it was grown on green monkey

kidney cells).... SURPRISE! Today's lies are just recycled from the polio scare of the 50's and 60's. I take a regular multivitamin

(natural) and Dr. Zelenko's Z- Stack, thats it. I saw one doofus the other day in a Camaro CONVERTIBLE wearing a face diaper - it

was a nice day, he had the top up!!!

. -- How many bikers do you see wearing those things (Answer NONE!)? In a way I feel sorry for the sheep, but the DATA is out

there in VAERS and even the criminal swine Falsi says the face diapers are useless. So if they choose to cower like children,

listen to gummit for proLt lies and BS, and not analyze and assess - well I feel sort of bad for them - cause LIFE is passing them

by! Go out and smell the roses, put down that stink'n "phone" - Live free or die folks, its not a motto, its a life choice.
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing but more USELESS STATISTICAL MODELS and mean population extrapolations etc.. Means NOTHING when it comes to what's

effective or not because the entire FIELD of infectious disease other than through direct contact is almost ENTIRELY another MYTH

and LIE of Satanic Rockefeller medicine!  ROCKEFELLER - HOW ONE MAN TOOK DOWN AMERICA & Controls Medicine & MEDIA

rumble.com/vfnlnb-rockefeller-how-one-man-took-down-america-and-contro..  Vitamin deLciencies HAVE BEEN MISTAKEN for so

called viruses in the past and it's already known that 77% of those that died from covid- 19 had Vitamin D deLciency. But other

vitamins like Thiamine B1 deLciency have been blamed numerous times as being "an infectious virus" so they can sell your a bullshit

drug or vaccine!  www.lewrockwell.com/2020/11/no_author/not-the-Lrst-time-a-vitamin-def..
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juststeve
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100% garbage in garbage out, computer generated fantasy games for $$$, Power & Control. ArtiLcial - drop the intelligence

than drop the mic!
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Pearl27
Joined On 1/26/2021 7:18:09 AM
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Awesome - thanks so much for the link. I started taking Benfotiamine (B1) about two weeks ago and I can attest that it has

helped immensely. I started taking it for tinnitus, but after reading this article and the link to Bill Sardis article, I think it has

cleared up a few other issues.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Interesting for sure; however, what do you call people who have been "spiked" or shed on, contracting spike proteins from those

who took the shots? Most places, excess deaths started to rise after the shots rolled out...
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jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I take 5000 IU of Vit D3 a day and have done this for the last 6yrs. I had pneumonia and bronchitis at the same time I was extremely

sick. I was also hospitalized I was not put on a vent but had a lot of antibiotics from a bag. I survived by the grace of God. That is when

my doctor told me to take Vit D. I went from D to D3 and felt it worked much better. I have had maybe 1 cold and have sinus problems

now and again that does not last long. I am 70 now. Along comes Covid I have been around a multitude of people who were infected

and did not know it at the time.

I did not get it. Now I have always prided myself on not getting vaccination shots every year for gu and all the other crap they want to
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vacc you for. Then Covid comes and pressure from family and friends caved me. I am 70 my mind kept telling me not to do it. But let

me tell you fear can do a number on you. I have a house full of animals that depend on me who will take care of them my daughter

says mom the boys need you take the shot. Well, I did within a month I knew it would not be Covid that got me it would probably be

this shot.

(my daughter now sings a different tune as she has been sick ever since she took the Lrst shot). I have issues from that shot and so

do several family members. So now I worry the shot will kill me way before something else does. Do I think it is the mark of the beast

not really, I don't think that has come yet but it will. I read this site daily but rarely post on it anymore because I feel like a hypocrite for

falling for the shot. I am so proud of all of you who stood tall for what was right and did not waver! Peace
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please go on to the FLCCC website and read about their i-recover protocol. Those spikes can be forming for months after taking

the shots. AND move on it. REALIZE it is an unknown; however, spikes may still form inside your body for up to 15 months from

your last shot, as there is no off-switch. You wanna just let that happen? There are known assists you can use to minimize

additional spike damage. Otherwise, join the pity party below your post.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JD you are far from a hypocrite and your input is always valued. You were simply coerced and now you know better.
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vio7642
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:48:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all felt the pressure from friends and family concerning the jab. The media had a successful campaign to scare the *** out

of people about the Covid virus. I started in 2020 taking the vitamin protocol D, C, zinc, quercetin. I eat well and get plenty of

exercise. I have not been ill for over two years. I will be 70 next month and I will never take the jab.
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tireguy
Joined On 4/27/2011 9:51:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Way to go VIO7642! I agree and do the same. Vitamin D3, C, zinc, quercetin, b vitamins, eat healthy, preferably organic, no high

fructose corn syrup, no sugar, no hydrogenated oils, no vegetable oils, limit the alcohol intake, exercise daily with strength

training, aerobics, and aerobics with weights, and take no prescription drugs, at 72. I spent the past Christmas holidays with

family and put on 10 lbs. I took that off using an eating plan that is eat like a king at breakfast, a prince at lunch, and a pauper at

dinner. I have not had any jabs, no COVID, no gu, no colds, no fraudulent PCR testing, no mask wearing, and keep my immune

system at maximum. The drug maLa hate healthy people as they can’t make money from them. The drug maLa is working with

the Fraud and Death Administration and evil doers in Congress to ban health supporting vitamins and supplements.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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I am now 81, was 79 at the time it started. maybe it is because i am German, Scotch background, grandparents survived

depression, WWII, are survivers, hard heads. I am alone also, no one to try pressuring me. It might be different when your family

is laying a guilt trip on you. Don't beat yourself up too much. We learn from experience, best teacher there is. Move forrward

from this point and bew strong. Be prepared, I do think we are in end times. He is the only one we owe an answer to.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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The evil Billy Gates has outsmart you all. It could be too late to stop him, The WEF agenda 2030 will take over your live and future.

Read yesterday article again to understand how Gates will control the WHO even more with his GERM.team, and see today's article,

how he controls outcomes of university "science". He also controls the government health advisors. In the past I gave examples of that

in these comments. He controls the media together with George Soros, training and paying them, and other WEF members own the

media, as we have seen in the Covid pandemic. Many governments (have many WEF members) use taxmoney to promote Covid

vaccination in the media and paying inguencers and using fear to control the narrative.

This dr Mercola site will be shut down in the future, because under the New Pandemic Treaty the WHO (Gates GERM team?) can

censor Information in the next (fake) pandemic, anything they consider "Misinformation” (meaning who get in their narrative like dr

Mercola and you) under the pretext to protecting the community, just like Google and facebook did already these last years, they

closed dr Mercola youtube channels and people's twitter accounts, if they opposed vaccinations. Now Bill Gates GERM team will be

your factchecker.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Billy boy doesn't fool me for a second. His evil tentacles reach into every aspect of this society. Billy boy's motto..."There is

nothing/nobody that my money can't buy"!
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juststeve
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Yes, Pete it is stunning to realize the "Bill Chill Affect" & how it is invading every aspect of our lives. Medical, Ag, Processed

Foods, Media, Gov't. Over the last two years how anyone pointing out what should be obvious have taken gak for promoting

truth. Called anti-vaxxers, anti-science or worse. Still as it all is unraveling, the machine doubles down & doubles down &

doubles down again. There is very little left once called misinformation, disinformation, been shut down or out that cannot be

seen what we have been saying is what really has happened, yet it's carried on as if none of it has happened. And the machine is

gearing up for the next onslaught Plandemic & as you are pointing out where things are heading could not be more dangerous

for humanity.

Much of this is a result of for so many our life experiences are so compartmentalized, so it is hard for even intelligent people let

alone and average person so see the bigger picture. Even though WEF, DAVOS, the WHO are on the nightly news, if it wasn't for

either one's personal experiences or sites like this, how can anyone connect the dots? Before this Plandemic I was expressing

protect this site as the censorship was already starting. The Plandemic is just rocket fuel thrown into the mix. The bigger

agenda is even more sinister.
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Nothing more than fear porn Pete. They do not have the authority or capacity to enforce it. But a time is coming that we will

have to go silent all over the world if we wish to win a war that they started. I will take the attack upon our free speech as the pre

amble to this time.
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Hi Pete, as of earlier this week, news broke that 12 of the 13 changes to the WHO agreement including GERM are off their May

2022 agenda, off the table at least for now. The link was posted to a reuters article yesterday. Here: Had to look like crazy, here's

the Reuters article link: "Explainer: What is on (and off) the agenda of the WHO Assembly?"

www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/what-is-off-agenda..    -Easier to read this inside the above article,

here's what's off the table for the WHO's May 2022 Agenda: OFF THE AGENDA.... (This was late afternoon New York time.)

Meanwhile, this snippet broke later yesterday from the CEO of Moderna: MODERNA'S CEO AT THE WEF SUMMIT:

www.bitchute.com/.../T2cUnFnJzemF  - nobody wants to take their shots anymore? Tide is turning? pendulum starts to swing

back, away from corporate health care? Who knows - keep your eyes on the bouncing ball, yes?
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Yeah, we already Lgured out this stuff over the last two years so nothing new here. The next step towards the endgame is a

risky one for Boris, as although he won the majority of seats in the last general election, he did not at the time declare his

allegiance to an unelected business man. With no mandate from the British people to form a government, Gates Incorporated is

an irrelevance.  Boris is still on shaky ground after Party-gate, so he may have to tread carefully. Even the long suffering British

sheople have their limits as the Wastemonster puppet regime teeters on its last legs. Bribing the population with more

government cash handouts (aka giving us back some of our own money) won’t cut it when Lnally, proof is offered to us on a

plate, that party politics died a long time ago and our so-called “votes” count for nothing.

thewhiterose.uk/johnson-keen-on-signing-pandemic-treaty
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And more from team enigma, a new outline of their vials testing with some statistical analysis: "PLzer/Moderna spectroscopy:

Mounting evidence of adulteration, contamination and murder" - - www.bitchute.com/.../kOXaklmaJHDi  - Cabochon, Moderna

is now destroying vaccns no one wants to take...see the video link from the WEF in my Lrst posting above. Your BoJo is

something of a hoot! And don't want to miss Claus Schwab taking with Albert Bourla at the WEF earlier this week: WEF

Chairman Klaus Schwab and PLzer CEO Albert Bourla laugh about “fanatic group of anti-vaxxers" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../1BY2mYpvwvl8
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Gates never did a bloody thing in his entire life except rebuild a gawed operating system IBM had discarded (Actually that was

Paul who did the coding), he named DOS. Gates DOS is spaghetti code crap, and Windows is DOS with a shiny polished GUI.

(Turd polishing). He cheated his partners, he dropped out of school and never got his bachelors. He is NOT technical, he is a

showman big mouth and always has been. AND he's he's a pervy letch, with his name prominently in Epstein's little book of

kreeps. I hope Melinda burns him to the ground Lnancially. He stinks up Lake Washington with his yachts. He and his father are

both eugenicist scum. May he burn in hell (I'm quite certain the Lord will take care of business, and send him where he

belongs).
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Here in the U.S.of A. we are a Republic with a Constitution and 27 Amendments to the Constitution. The Lrst ten Amendments

are known as The Bill of Rights. These were adopted by the founders of the Constitution in order to get all original 13 colonies

to agree to the Constitution. The Constitution does not give any one the right to give up the Sovereignty of the Republic. Robert

Malone, MD, MS has written an article titled "Defending Sovereignty: The Fight of our Lifetime". Yes it was President Obama in

2012 that lifted restrictions from the 1948 Smith-Mundt Act that now allow domestic dissemination of government-funded

media.

Added to this in 2016 was the "Countering Disinformation and Propaganda Act". What we have lost sight of due to Federal

funding to States is the tenth amendment in our Bill of Rights. It says: "The powers not delegated to the United States by the

Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people." Here is Robert Malone's

article written yesterday and subtitled: "Continuous vigilance and vigorous support of States' Constitutional rights is critical."

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/defending-sovereignty-the-Lght-of?token=eyJ..
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Perhaps Mode-RNA decided it was better to destroy the evidence while they could, rrealrose. Your link has been blocked by my

internet provider. In my quaint old fashioned way, I thought injecting people with toxic substances is classiLed as murder. But

then remember, moral and constitutional laws only apply to the herd not to the elite, Otis, who ignore them with impunity. As

Gates asks in his rant, I mean “book”, why hasn’t there been World War III yet? An admission surely that we are already

embroiled in such a war not of our making, involving a banking/technocratic elite and their puppets against humanity. He also

mentions conspiracy “theories”. (Too late to call them theories, Bill, as they are already fact.) Re Bojo as a “hoot” - he has been

playing the lovable clown act for years now, rrealrose, but it’s wearing a bit thin and doesn’t fool anyone except the gullible.

Re “anti-vaxxers”, all PLzer needs to do is inform us when a safe product (with open access, scientiLcally validated research

trials) that does not require redeLnition of the word vaccine’, prevents infection without incurring death and disability, altering

DNA and changing human physiology - a big ask for the criminal fraternity, their masters and government stooges. Until then we

continue to protect ourselves, our families and the next generation by refusing to comply with our enemies by allowing them to

inject our bodies with a bio-weapon.
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Hi everyone, here's Maria Zee w Dr Peter McCullough and author John Leake - DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH & JOHN LEAKE - THE

TRUTH ABOUT MONKEYPOX, WHO PANDEMIC TREATY, FEAR TACTICS  - www.bitchute.com/.../hOJPEtnODD3a
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My hope lies in God, so far as i know, Bill Gates does not own Him. I will not get the jab! Mostlikely, at 81 I will not be alive when

this happens. The second coming is nigh!
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Quote:...... "Are the Jabbed More Carefree Than the Unvaxxed".....Uhhhh.....NO!! There are just 5 of us "white" males in the ooce that

are un-jabbed, we don't wear mask, and we don't social distance. None of us have had covid-19. I guess that qualiLes us as "white

supremist". According to Walgreens, our age group and vaccine status is the 2nd highest for TESTING! Yet we are the lowest for

infectious rates on most days, just as Dr. Mercola shows in the Wlagreens Graph from 5-18-22. Today we are a close 2nd place. Those

who just got their 2nd jab have a slightly lower infection rate. You can view the data here: www.walgreens.com/.../covid-19-index.jsp

 Go to page 3, and select your age group, and admire how OBVIOUS these vaccines are a complete failure.

I like to compare the "proportion of test" because many will argue that those that are unvaccinated aren't getting tested. That would

probably be true except that most employers require the unvaccinated to get tested every time there's a hit on their contact tracing. I

got tested last week because of this. When will HR and the rest of upper management at work places have that "light bulb" moment

and Lgure out that the only people not catching covid-19 or missing work for any health issues are UNVACCINATED??? I'm so sick of

the insanity!
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HI jamNjim, thanks for re-posting that Walgreens link. I never got to it the other day....got what appears a false positive from

Monday, no symptoms except allergy season here. Runny eyes. Now to run back for another test. Yikes! What a run around.
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Pushing this agenda in time for the November elections. Don't these demonic people ever STOP?
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They won't stop, but neither shall they succeed. And YES they will cheat. We know that. But its the saying that President Abe

Lincoln would say "You can fool all of the people some of the time, but you can't fool ALL of the people ALL of the time". Abe

was a very wise man.
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Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The covid jabs are a farce, a very deadly one.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

""Increased contact among vaccinated people can give the false impression that COVID-19 vaccines are not working." So; if I stick my

hand in a pot of boiling water; will I get the false impression that it's being burned?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only if you believe hot water burns. In today's world 2+2=5, a man can give birth, and pigs can gy. You just have to believe it.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to the study, there's a massive decrease in the death rate for elderly people who get vaxxed. Should I overcome my

skepticism to now believe the vaccines are an elixir of health longevity for the elderly that - even if there was no alleged pandemic -

should be taken by all elderly who wish to have a long life? Does anyone know if these "expected deaths" are the normal pre-Covid

actuarial statistics, or are they some computer generated nightmare fantasy death predictions postulated by the pandemic alarmists?

There's no way that these genocide shots can be conferring heath beneLts beyond any alleged enhanced immunity to the alleged sars

covid 2 virus.

I smell BS! People over 60 need to be hospitalized far more frequently, making them far more vulnerable to having those of them who

are unvaccinated selectively subjected to fraudulent Covid testing and then murdered with antiviral drugs and intubation. So why do

the elderly vaxxed have a lower than expected death rate? My guess is that the "expected deaths" do not come from actuarial tables

from "pre-pandemic" times, but are expected death projections that were promulgated by proponents of medical tyranny.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No matter what, this elderly’ person will not take this vaccine. And how i dislike the word elderly. Goodness I am more alive in

my living than most half my age! I also refuse to use the word spry. That word is saying; “well, you’re advanced in years you

should be rickety, but you’re not.”  Oh Lord save me from vocabulary and shiitake studies.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Im with you! My BS allert system is going off and I can't turn it off. They can say this though because your not fully vaccinated

until 2 weeks after your 2nd jab. Most people, especially the elderly, die before the 2 weeks is up. Then they do a BS PCR test to

see if you had covid19. Of course you test positive because you just got an mRNA jab that programs your cells to produce spike

protein. It's a total SCAM designed by Fauci and pushed by those like Gates. It's GENOCIDE!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When cashiers ask if I am a senior, I reply how can I be one as I graduated from high school long ago.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hospitals are now nothing but proLt centers. They have been for a long time. Unless you are in a motorcycle accident or

something to get put back together - STAY AWAY!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not this elderly, 81, not vaxed and staying healthy.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, United Nations: "Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration,

without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,

birth or other status." "other status" includes medical status which includes vaccination status. to your health, tracy
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Momaof6
Joined On 9/27/2010 4:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think our family keeps getting sick from my mom who is at least double jabbed. The younger kids end up with fevers and sometimes

nausea, diarrhea and vomiting. I try not to be around her but she’s 70 and has mild dementia. I can’t just leave her to herself.
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any way to at least keep the kids safe from her?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's something else going on. I went from 1989 to 2019 without ever running a fever. During the peak of Delta I ran a fever

several times and never tested positive for anything. I got tested so many times between July and Nov 2021 I literally lost count!

There were weeks that I got tested 4 times! They would test me with the rapid antigen test and it would read negative. Then they

would insist on doing a PCR test because I was running a fever and had a headache. It would come back negative. I was doing

that up to twice a week. Not one single positive test result.
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Momaof6
Joined On 9/27/2010 4:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Johman0, I can. But It’s hard when she’s the only grandparent. She loves the kids and they love her too. I didn’t let her see them

for a long time after she was vaxed, I warned her but she went ahead anyway. She feels safer being vaxxed for some reason. I’ve

been very upfront with everything I read articles side effects everything so she knows. I don’t sugarcoat but with it being an

emotional situation, it makes it harder. I think I’m gonna have to tell her we can visit but no more holding any little ones. I

honestly wonder if she has had boosters and didn’t tell us.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd still like to know if anyone sees it necessary to run blood panels before and after the not-a-vaccine and then a few months later -

and then a few months later. If we can witness the different problems through blood panels, then why aren't we? Mikovits said we'll see

the upticks in strokes, heart attacks, etc, over the Lrst two years and then the Lve- and ten-year marks will show the next phase of

damage. I read Ray Liotta died in his sleep, 67 yo. Um - are they trying to normalize that? Because that's not normal. :(
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Charts I have seen indicate the vast majority of deaths from the shots are occurring in people over 60, and nobody is talking about it.

Analyze the issue another way: the number of deaths from Covid is always given as a per cent of those who got Covid, never of the

general population. So the percentage of the overall population over 60 is quite a bit smaller, because a person might never get Covid

to begin with. However, getting the shots is 100% exposure to the risk of death from the shots. I'd like to see an analysis from this

perspective. We cannot really judge the toxicity of the shots if we only look at deaths from Covid in people who actually got it. That's

why one should always compare deaths for the general population without the shots to deaths for the general population with the

shots.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The pushers language is SO pretzel it makes you dizzy!
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I still Lnd it absolutely ASTONISHING that they could id variants so quickly with PCR testing that was never designed for this purpose!

When you run cycles 40x, you will always get a result. This entire game that they are playing with the world population is going to end

and this WEF global forum under way is nothing more than fear porn for those that do not understand they do not have the authority to

enforce or the capacity to so either.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

REALLY Astonishing, because that's not what the CDC was doing! A series of Sampling from a speciLc set of different cities

were being tested using Sanger protein sequencing:

www.cd-genomics.com/blog/sanger-sequencing-introduction-principle-and-..  - then assumptions were being applied, after

estimating how many in any general area may have a similar symptoms.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, they can ID variants, but never isolated a covid 19 virus.  Very strange
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just when you think they have reached rock bottom, they dive for new lows. A common denominator in this Lasco & those proceeding

it have been based on computer models. Garbage in, Garbage out. Furthermore, even if every bit of accurate data we as humans have

were collected to put into computer models it cannot begin to match the collective sum of the experience of Creation. We as humans

& our limited awareness & even with all our tools cannot penetrate the complete & total inLnite reality of Creation. This blind

acceptance of ArtiLcial Intelligence to what amounts to a computer generated fantasy video game to feed Gates and others like him,

lust for $$$, power & control down to a quantum particle levels is no different than tic tac toe. A game when played long enough no

one can win. Good "Old Fashion Facts & Truth" as always, if accepted are the winning hand.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They'll never stick me with their garbage. Not even one so-called "virus" has ever been isolated and shown to exist, by any lab,

anywhere in the world, by anyone. What they do is grow a small genetic snippet in a cell culture, model that in their computer and then

call that a virus. Does that sound like anything that exists in nature to you? Viruses only exist inside the body as a response to a

problem in the body. Back around the turn of the 20th century, I forget which gu it was, they took nasal swabs and tried to infect

healthy people with those swabs. They were unable to do so. (Tobacco Mosaic Virus is not a virus, it is a bacteriophage, called a virus

because that's a lot easier to say and write).
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Darkhorse1100
Joined On 12/20/2021 10:48:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We've all heard about covid transmission from host to host. Many studies and discussions. But let's start discussing the possibilities

and risks of self replicating jabs/vaccines. Can they actually shed? Are we being inoculated silently and if so, are we just hooped or

can we use certain methods such as what we are using for active covid infections? DeLnitely would like to see more proactive and

applicable measures and more active investigation and studies on the risks and mitigation of self spreading vaccines.

Especially for the future as this will DEFINITELY be a constant threat as it will be so easily released and spread with very little Lnancial

and physical burden to the proLteers and maximum damage to the intended. As we all know, the instigators of the last 2 years are

extremely well connected. They are in constant communication and have strategies set out and are determined to get to the

endgame.What do we have? The general populace? Not alot. Besides vast numbers. Unless we put aside vast differences and start

comming together and connecting for a common good, we are pretty much screwed.

The global elites have created an extremely vast network with a very small percentage of the world's population. Because they created

an organized common goal. We don't have that.We are scattered. We need to start electing certain qualiLed and determined

individuals as primary heads in many locations around the world to start a strategic communication network that ties in all entities

that share a common goal.Such as Mercola reaching out and aoliating themselves with other groups.

We need to start Lego'ing ourselves together and take a page from entities such as Soros, Gates, Schuab ect. They are combining their

knowledge and wealth as one under the WEF.We need to get organized.We have vast numbers hence massive resources and wealth if

we would just combine them and have the right heads at the top to drive the machine.We can talk all we want but talk is cheap.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ORRR, people everywhere could just live, work, play locally, pay cash whenever possible, buy locally produced food, be governed

only locally, be active locally, ignore the feds and the nwo and the wef, and the who and simply do not comply and do not

participate. Evil hates to be ignored.
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MDG
Joined On 3/25/2007 5:17:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got vaccinated with the two Moderna shots last September / October and I've regretted it ever since. I wasn't planning to do it, but my

80 year old father was having open heart surgery and I was the only person who could act as his advocate and transport him to and

from the surgery. My father was a scientist for 30 years, and begged me to get the vax, so I Lnally gave in due to a misguided

overabundance of caution, thinking how I'd feel if he somehow got covid from me and died. In other words, I let the fear mongering get

to me. I had recovered from having covid in March of 2020, which was an awful experience, but didn't require me to go to a hospital (I

never once had any breathing issues with it).
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never once had any breathing issues with it).

So I really had no need for the vax and wasn't going to get it. A week after my second shot my employer made it mandatory, so I at

least got to keep my job, though I'm not sure I should have since they Lred two people in my department for not getting it and I didn't

agree with that policy at all. My wife got vaccinated before me, and both of us have not gotten boosters and have no plans to. We have

both gotten sick in the past year, though in my case it was quite mild and didn't last long and in hers it was somewhat less mild and

lasted longer.

I'm just hoping that I didn't sabotage my health completely, as I haven't felt quite right since getting the shots, though hopefully that's

more in my head than real as I haven't noticed anything very serious since then health wise. I know I've been exposed to covid since

then and haven't contracted it, so hoping for the best. I will NOT get a booster no matter what, of course.
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MaryJ610
Joined On 1/19/2012 10:39:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The jab killed my mom!
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I have now seen two people that I am close to lose their lives because they took the vax. My deepest sympathies to you.

Myself and my brother are the only ones that have refused the vax. I have never done a PCR and never worn a mask and will

never.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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seriously maimed my father in law. On a feeding tube now for rest of his day's
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What’s truly horrifying is in the last graph, they EXPECTED 45 more total deaths than they got! They EXPECTED that many deaths from

the shots!!!! That alone should be telling us something!
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM
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One other thing we need to be aware of is that now that they want to hide the dangers of the Covid shots, they may REVERSE the tactic

of calling every death a Covid caused death if Covid was detectable by some test such as a PCR test. They will do this to hide the fact

that Covid is more deadly to the vaccinated. They are in a bind though, because if they don't call it a Covid caused death, then they

have to come up with another cause, and these people are dying often, unlike 2 years ago, with no preexisting chronic conditions.

Statistics over time will then show that it must have been the shot, not a supposed other cause of death, because there are few other

conditions that can be blamed on these recent deaths. Nice trap. No escape. They have to choose between "Covid still kills the

inoculated more than those not shot" or "Those inoculated are dying from unusual symptoms FAR more than ever before."
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's why Bill Gates is "predicting" another "Pandemic". That way when people die, it will be blamed on the new virus and not

the Covid jab.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Exactly Debbie. The playbook is to always caste blame elsewhere or on a new "planned" threat. Not to mention, what Mikovits

has talked about for years and others recently about retro activation of all sorts of dormant issues awakening because of the

injections like VAIDS, cancers and neurodegenerative issues like Parkinson's and Alzheimer's etc
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FainZi
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:16:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is the concensus of opinions about the duration of immunity for the unvaxxed who have had the virus? I heard it is lifetime - also

only 3-4 months.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will never take any shot. If I get any type of toxic reaction for any reason, I will just nebulize and keep taking NAC, quercetin, D3

etc. No telling what has affected anyone who is unvaxxed. Could be shedding from someone who took the bioweapon. There is

no such thing as the Bologna virus.
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Different renditions, same concept. Pick your preferred gavor. Enjoy. https://youtu.be/ViL3e-4WUi0   https://youtu.be/4N3N1MlvVc4

 https://youtu.be/u1ZvPSpLxCg
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seen & expressed time & again. "The world is being run by a bunch of maniacs" - John Lennon
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, Everyone. You all might like to know that Dr Tedros Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the World Health Organization (WHO) has

now been elected a Fellow of the Royal Society here in England. Classic example of not what you know but who you know. . . .

royalsociety.org/.../tedros-ghebreyesus-35813
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear pete.smith, randyfast and just steve, etc., if Billy offered you guys a million dollars each to just ease up on criticism, promised to

leave you guys alone when chaos comes a calling, and had other money available if myour Lnances got too crunched, what would you

do?? This is a serious question. Can my morals be bought? I'm not sure. Please answer, anybody who dares to.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely. The many Predator$ throughout the centuries proves their promises are

empty. Money is not wealth or health, just a potentially useful tool. Chaos is here, & I will continue to do what I've done for

decades, the best I can with what I've got & understand. I cannot answer what I will do in a future circumstance that may not

even happen. Regardless of what happens it won't be the complete control the Predator$ want, & who knows unknowns. History

shows people Lght to survive anyway they can in the worst life has to offer & some even manage to hold on to cherished

morals.

I can only strive to do the same if such circumstances are to occur. We only offer criticism as we cannot offer solutions if we

don't acknowledge unfortunate realities. If we acknowledge the same, we have the opportunity to step away from such. I don't

have all the answers, but with all the good people here offering insights and solutions together we can come up with better

solutions than what Billy's money gotten by dirty methods can offer.
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you juststeve for your answer. Your points are very well said and thought out.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No for me. My morals and my stance against this come from guidance from GOD. But all the money that the cabal is handing

out should be enough of a sign that the system is coming to an abrupt end soon. All of those that participated in helping them

achieve this goal are in for some real disappointment and harsh reality when they have fulLlled their use and are cut out of the

reset. Useless eaters as Kissinger said. They do not want more than 10% to survive. They will not succeed.
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therealjones
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmmmm,
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hell no, all the currency in the world could not get me to even don a muzzle face diaper.
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM
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Thanks so much for answering guys. You've given me some important things to think about.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would take the money to hire a lawyer. The entire thing would be recorded.
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geri315
Joined On 12/21/2021 3:52:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I needed the money which I don't , I'd take it without hesitation in a New York minute.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Blah blah blah blah. Almost June 2022 and not ONE person or entity responsible for it all remotely held accountable. IN fact they are

more brazen than ever. Fauci last week was before congress asking for "our" monies to fund more future injections and his NIH was

shown to be continuing to fund puppy experiments. We all do what we can in writing our servants in Washington calling for someone

to actually DO something to hold these criminals to account, but the reality is nothing is working to do so. Gates still in talk circuit

talking about how things are gonna be. The utter lack of accountability is astonishing
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I posted Bourla speaking the Claus Schwab somewhere above. "fanatic anti-vaxxers" - oh boy. Living in an alternate reality.
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jamNjim
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Yeah I posted a link the other day showing where Fauci is giving grants for more puppy torcher! That mad man should burn in

hell!
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rrealrose
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you mean this hayfever study story? childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/faucis-niaid-taxpayer-funds-drug-e..  - nevermind,

allergies always start in the gut...
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will not be punished by earthy judges because they can all be bought, intimidated. Only God is immune to that
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Who would have ever guessed that taking an injection of synthetic venom would kill or injure you? A virus was never isolated.
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wendybolt
Joined On 5/19/2022 8:12:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You did not mention why those 60 and older do not have the same problems as those under 60. Please answer this question.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People over 60 need to be hospitalized far more frequently, making them far more vulnerable to having those of them who are

unvaccinated selectively subjected to fraudulent Covid testing and then murdered with antiviral drugs and intubation. The real

mystery is why do the elderly vaxxed have a lower than expected death rate? My guess is that the "expected deaths" do not

come from actuarial tables from "pre-pandemic" times, but are the computer generated death projections of expected deaths

that were promulgated by proponents of medical tyranny.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read another study that stated the ones most dying from the vaccine are over 65. I do not have the study link. But there is so

much crap out there. I now refuse to wade through ittoo much and too much to get your knickers in a twist. No more, no more.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did. Go look at my uneducated common sense.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something I read was that those over 60 have less eocient immune systems, so they don't Lght the vaxx as much as a younger

person. Less Lght, less response, fewer deaths.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 60 and under numbers are based on false statistics. It's been explained many times by Dr. Mercola, myself, and others.

Those over 60 typically die within 2 weeks of their 2nd shot, if they are going to die from it. You are not considered fully

vaccinated until day 15 AFTER your second shot. Most people that die from it die within 48 hours. Nearly everyone that dies

from it dies within 96 hours. Because the mRNA jabs program your cells to produce the SARS spike protein, when they test you

after you die you test positive for covid-19. The cause of death gets recorded as COVID-19 although it was the jab that killed

you.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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93% of all statistics are made up.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummmm......""Perhaps most disturbing of all are the data showing the COVID shots are raising mortality rates, both from COVID and

other causes."" interesting...."other causes" like Radiation from 5G ????  LOL.....yes its true n i been telling ya for YEARS.....RF

POISONING is REAL......and 5G operates on Frequencies that will KILL YOU DEAD
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And to think they're already working on 6 and 7...
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so ridicules........so virtually astonishing that Billions of supposed 'educated people' would fall for such a ploy..a totally

UNPROVEN ' Disease' pops out of some clowns creative mind and seconds later to a reality.....LOL. of all these people who "Died of

covid 19 ' .......absurd..Lrst...how were they tested to PROVE they "Died from Covid 19" ?? Simply by symptoms? ....99.99% of 'covid

cases' are made only by some rehearsed statement of some 'Symptoms" and symptoms are NOT FACTS....and the government

DICTATES what these 'symptoms' are...but these are the same symptoms as a dozen other supposed 'diseases'...but all of the'

symptoms' can all be the same for RF RADIATION.....HELLO ??????????
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mrrobb
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Add as Friend  Send Message

millions just 'Jump Da Gun" on 'diseases', self diagnosed , and ASSUME it to be 'the most popular' disease .....LOL.. I am a life

long ,thoughted person......deep into Meditation.....and can and have endured much ... IDK. Sittting on MyMountain...just

Shaking my head over how billions can be so S T U P I D ....Like Forest said >>>>

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=tldGgGFe194&ab_channel=NetgixReviewsOnlin..    And these are the same 'Educated people"

teaching kids in schools ??  Ya see the BRAIN DEAD teachers tell students to wear masks to keep out a virus?? Dahhh>...Kinda

like using Chicken wire fencing as window screens to keep out mosquitoes.........durrrrr....
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Let us not leave out the richest man on planet Earth, Muskie.
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geri315
Joined On 12/21/2021 3:52:34 PM
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Putin's money and wealth far exceeds Elon Musk's.
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mrrobb
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh yeah...Da Nasty Deltasteinski and the Omicronskystein...these are the nastiest, most deadly disease s that any virus bug can

carry.....OMG Da Sky is Falling,,,,,,again,,,,,,yawn.....OMG..here comes one Now >>>  www.youtube.com/watch    <<<< OMG..girls with

dresses.....LOL....
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